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Thank you for a truly stunning wedding day at Trinity Hall.  
It was just like being in a movie!

The day was beyond our expectations and absolutely 
perfect for us in every way.

Our guests were bowled over with the food, the stunning 
setting and the attentiveness of  all the staff.

Our wedding day was faultless. We could not have asked 
for better service, kinder attention, or more in any way. 

It was magnificent!

Our wedding at Trinity Hall surpassed our high expectations, 
it was a truly magical day. 

In the lead up, the events team made our planning a 
straightforward process and made lots of  excellent 
suggestions. Make sure you say yes to the punts in particular, 
a brilliant addition.

We wouldn’t have any hesitation in recommending Trinity 
Hall for weddings – may your day be as memorable as ours!

Trinity Hall was more than we could have ever wished 
for in a wedding venue. 

The Graham Storey Room, the Dining Hall and the 
grounds were stunning and the perfect setting for our 
special day. The staff  were very accommodating and the 
food was delicious.

Thank you to all the staff  who helped make it so 
wonderful, it was the best day ever!

KATIE & ROBIN  -  SUMMER WEDDING

NAMFON & DUNCAN  -  SUMMER WEDDING

KATHRYN & CAROLINE  -  SPRING WEDDING
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“
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We couldn’t praise the team more highly at Trinity Hall.  
From our initial enquiry through to the last minute 
preparations, everything was so professional and friendly 
and the team did their utmost to ensure all our requests 
and needs were met.  

The riverside gardens and the Dining Hall were 
spectacular settings for our drinks reception and Wedding 
Breakfast and the food was absolutely delicious.  Many of  
our guests said it was the best wedding they had ever been 
to!

A heartfelt thank you to the team for making our day so 
very special and enjoyable, we will treasure it always.

The team at Trinity Hall were brilliant from the overall 
planning right through to the tiny details on the day. They 
couldn’t have been more flexible to make our perfect 
wedding possible.

The college is stunning from every angle and makes 
every picture so special. It was the team on the day that 
impressed our guests and made sure everybody had an 
unforgettable time.

We couldn’t have imagined having our wedding anywhere 
else. Trinity Hall has been organising magical events for 
hundreds of  years and it shows!

Our wedding day couldn’t have been more delightful 
– from the very warm welcome to our wedding guests 
from all the Trinity Hall staff, throughout the seamless 
ceremony to the delicious food which was beautifully 
presented.

The venue was perfect, the staff  fantastic and on the 
gloriously hot summer day, the garden games were 
brilliant fun for everyone. I cannot thank the staff  
enough for giving us such a wonderful day.

COLETTE & LEE  -  SUMMER WEDDING

TERESA & TOM  -  WINTER WEDDING

ALISON & CHRIS  -  SUMMER WEDDING


